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Wagner

Plans and Plantings
To give you an idea of the delightful possibilities of Wagner Landscape Gardening Service applied to your grounds we are showing in this little book a few of the many charming results attained for others.
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The distinguishing characteristic of Wagner Landscape Service is its perfect adaptation to the particular requirements of every individual home or garden. The conventional town lot is relieved of its severity by the artistic grouping of trees and shrubbery. Unsightly vistas are screened behind the vari-colored foliage of protective evergreen and dense-growing trees.

The suburban mansion standing in the midst of generous lawn offers splendid opportunities for artistic landscape treatment even as it presents distinct out-of-door problems. It is an important part of the Wagner Service to analyze these problems correctly and to adapt the scheme of plans and planting to the requirements of each individual case.

We will advise you as to the most effective manner of planting about your veranda, or we will make a complete survey of your acres and indicate the treatment best suited to bring out their beauty.
Wagner Landscape Plans will give to your grounds the same unity and harmony that the architect has embodied in your house.
A SMALL expanse of clear water often lends just the right touch to a work of Landscape Art. Frequently Wagner Artists find it possible to create fascinating little ponds, lagoons, or lakes where the luxuriant lotus and water lilies, hyacinths and rushes make a magic appeal to the imagination of the beholder.
The endless variety of beautiful plans may be realized when these photographs are studied. They are typical of the many assignments executed each year by our Landscape Gardening Service. Not only is there a greater measure of beauty and charm in Wagner Landscapes, but they are fascinatingly original in their conception.
ROMISCUOUS grouping, unguided by accurate knowledge of the characteristics and habits of each plant, is almost certain to result in disappointment. A relatively small amount of money wisely invested in the garden will bring infinitely more satisfaction than a sum spent with prodigal generosity, but without intelligent guidance.
EVEN though you may desire to carry out only a small part of your general planting scheme each year it will repay you to work according to well defined and definitely drawn up plans. By so doing, and in no other way, you will secure the most harmonious and satisfactory results. The limitless selection of shrubs, trees, plants and hardy borders, evergreens and ornamental vines, annuals and perennials, produced at Wagner Park Nurseries makes it possible for our landscape service department to give each individual client the plants that will yield the largest measure of lasting satisfaction.

One reason for the rapidity with which Wagner plantings grow to luxuriant proportions is the fact that Wagner plants are vigorous and sturdy, and they come from Wagner Park Nurseries so carefully packed and so intelligently prepared for shipment that they are sure to arrive at their destination with their growing power unimpaired.
A DISCUSSION of your landscape problems with us will entail no obligation on your part, and undoubtedly you will find great delight in learning the possibilities which your grounds afford.

Our facilities for designing and executing landscape work for colleges, public institutions, hospitals, factories, parks, and cemeteries, are unsurpassed. We solicit correspondence from all persons interested in this kind of work.
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